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Acute non-traumatic spinal subdural hematomas (SSDH) are a
rare occurrence among spinal hematomas [1]. They represent the least
common form of extra-axial spinal hematomas (4.1%) after epidural
hematomas (75%) and subarachnoid hematomas (15.7%) [2]. They are
mostly related to coagulopathy or anticoagulant therapy. Population
ageing and growing anticoagulant administration, especially with the
advent of the new ones [3], are likely to induce an increase in numbers of
that pathology. Spinal hematoma typical clinical signs include an acute
onset of a strong back knife-like pain at the level of the hemorrhage,
then possibly followed by a pain-free interval (time interval between
minutes to days). Thereafter progressive worsening of the neurological
status (motor, sensory deficits and urinary disorders) may appear below
the initial level of hemorrhage [2]. Even if no specific clinical sign can
help physician to distinguish a SSDH from the other forms of spinal
hematomas [2], SSDH pain-free interval (average time: 72 h) is longer
than epidural hematoma neurological deficits development (average time:
16 h) [4]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the dedicated imaging
modality to make the diagnosis. Out of the context of coagulopathy or
anticoagulant therapy, MRI with enhancement helps the physician check
to rule out tumor [5] or vascular malformation possibly explaining
why that hemorrhage occurred [6]. Today, we can even more identify
a “spinal spot sign” [7], i.e., a contrast extravasation on MRI by analogy
with those observed in hemorrhagic strokes. SSDH are usually located
anterior and/or lateral around the spinal cord with a semi-circular shape,
whereas epidural hematomas are rather located posterior to the spinal
cord and looks like a lens on MRI [6]. Furthermore, their anatomic
location in the subdural space allows them to spread over many levels of
the spine. Thus, they can potentially threaten life if they reach cervical
spine and in particular respiratory neural centers. Physician’s decision
making is influenced by age of the patient, his/her medical condition and
clinical status. While it seems inconceivable not suggesting a surgery for
a patient with significant neurological deterioration (excepting patients
with poor medical conditions), there seems to be room for conservative
management [8] in case of mild neurological impairment. Imaging data
can help decision making. For example, “spinal spot sign” is a warning
sign indicating a possible worsening of neurological clinical status due

to possible expansion of the hematoma [7]. This type of information can
convince the surgeon to operate on even in cases with mild neurological
impairment. Mortality rate is 1.3% and morbidity rate 28% [9]. More
generally, concerning spinal hematoma, prognosis is better when painfree interval is shorter, neurological deficits milder, delay to surgery
shorter [2]. Absence of coagulopathy seems to lead to a better prognosis
for SSDH [9]. No correlation seems to appear between prognosis and
extent of the hemorrhage. However, in case of severe neurological
deficits, surgery leads to a better clinical outcome than conservative
management [2].
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